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pleted four years as president and
DANGEROUS AUTO ACCIDENT
TWO FIGHTS FOR WOLGA8T.
vice president of the club,
in his
I loenix, Ariz., Nov. 15
W. D. Fisk
Los Angeles, Nov. 15. Arrangeof
of
the
honor
speech
acceptance
republican candidate for state treasments for two fights In San Franconferred upon him for another year,
urer, and ft J. Barron, publisher of
cisco in which Tommy Murphy will
reviewed the past achievements of
the Globe
be his opponent In the first one and
fmocrat, both residents
the organization and spoke of the fu
of Globe, wM victims of an automo
Packy McFarland in the second, practure responsibility owing to the adbile accldenr 17 miles east of Mesa
have been completed by Ad
tically
mittance of New Mexico to the
ThV steering gear of their
City.
Wolgast,
according to an announceUnion.
With the coming of stateautomobile broke, and the car overment by Manager Tom .Tones. Jones
hood the privileges of the citizens
said he had receive a telesram from
turned, both men being pinioned
and their prospects change and inbeneath it until rescued some time
Promoter James Coffroth of San Fran-ciscMANN OF VINGINIA crease and as the Commercial has MEN
GOVERNOR
ACCUSED
OF
TARRING later by cowboys, Fisk suffered only BUT THREE
JURYMEN
HAVE
tentatively arranging the fights WILL ACCEPT THE
met the demands of the community
POSITION OF
REFUSES TO GRANT RESPITE
a bruised leg, but Barron was renYOUNG WOMAN
for that city on December 15 and New
AFRAID TO
BEEN QUALIFIED IN THE J. B.
in the past Mr. Lucas prophesied that
PREMIER
AND
TO MURDERER.
ASSIST
ESTABYear's
tin
dered
conscious
for several hours
day.
GO TO TRIAL AT HOME
M'NAMARA MURDER CASE
it. will do so In the future.
He comLISHED GOVERNMENT
and perhaps Internally injured.
A.
mended the work of the board of di
fi. Hullctt, who came alone in his au
TURKS ARE REPULSED
SAYS HE HAD A FAIR TRIAL rectors and the other officers of the ACCUSE COUNTY
ATTORNEY tomobile wo hours after the acci- ELEVEN TALESMEN ACCEPTED
Nov. 15. A story from an THE
Tripoli,
CONSULSARE ADDRESSED
organization, for as Mr. Lucas said,
dent, brought both men to the hosItalian source says that attacks by
tuetr
methods
not
have
been
though
here.
pital
FOR THIS REASON EXECUTIVE
Turks on Derna and the Italian
BUT THAT DOES NOT INDICATE the
of the "brass band" type the results ASSERT HE HAS USED UNFAIR
at Tobruk were repulsed ASSURE REPRESENTATIVES OF
DOES NOT BELIEVE COMMUTAoutposta
MEANS TO GIVE STORY
have shown ;he Buccess of their adOF
JURY WILL BE SEK)RED IN
INVESTIGATING
ATHLETES
Many
FOREIGN NATIONS PROTECItalians, it is said, have been
TION SHOULD BE GRANTED.
ministration just the same. The ComASSAULT PUBLICITY
Minnet ?'lis, Nov. 15. The Univer
THE NEAR FUTtPE
wounded by bullets and heavier pro
TION OF RIGHTS
mercial lub, Mr. Luca3 stated, has
sity of .innesota has withdrawn
jectiles which had been purposely
befn abreast if not ahead of the
Wiscon
from
the
Captain Pickering
A MOST
REVOLTING
CRIME
mishaped in violation of the rules of
community and is an organization 6f SAYS SHE WILL OET REVENGE sin game Saturday and later will SIXTH VENIRNS EXHAUSTED war.
ANOTHER
which any citizen of Las Vegas juet
POJHJURRENDERS
make a thorough investigation of his
can
YOUNG
be
New
SPENDTHRIFT
Mexico
KILLED ly
is no WOMAN WILL SUE FOR DAMAG- standing. Minnesota also will ask
proud.
DEPUTY
SHERIFFS ARE KEPT
TSUAN CHOW'S OFFICIALS FLEE
WHITE MAN'S HOPE.
longer a foreign country to outsiders.
HIS WIFE IN COLD BLOOD AND
Wisconsin to investigate charges
ES AFTER CRIMINAL PROSEBUSY
IN
BRINGING
FRESH
Resources will be opened, the counNov.
15
Chicago,
Chicago
Miller
AND THE ROUGH ELEMENT
Mold,
WAS CONVICTED SPEEDILY.
Mack,
against
Tanberg,
promot
CUTION HAS ENDED
ers have matched Carl Morris of OklaMATERIAL FOR THE COURT
try will be continually changing and
and Hoffel
CONTROLS THE PLACE
as the duties of the officers of the
homa and Con Comiskey of Chicago
Richmond, Va., Nov. 15. Governor club demand, Mr. Lucas and the othand
the
fight probably will take place
Lincoln Center, Kan.,
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 15 An
Nov. 15.
Mann today declined to interfere in ers will do all in their
Amoy, China, Nov. 15. The repub
IN
power to Charging that County Attorney
AMERICANS
other talesman, making eleven In all in Kansas City on November 28.
PERIL
the case of Henry Clay Beattie,, Jr., meet the ever
licans, who took formal possession
changing conditions.
was secured today in the
had conspired to spread ervirtually
and the young wile murderer's last,
o' the city yesterday, have issued an
At this meeting a motion was pro- roneous reports of the
tarriug of
IN TUkRLON, MEXICO McNamara murder trial. He is C. A.
hope of escaping the electric chair posed to amend the definition of a Miss
address to the foreign consul. In
an
Heath,
Mary Chamberlain,
Englishman by birth, and DA5EDALL MAGNATES
attorneys
on Friday, November 24, was swept quorum and make 25
which
the neutrality of the latter is
five
members,
he was accepted by the defense after
for the nine diendants, accuseti of
away. Attorneys for the condemned of the directors of tmc club, and three
and assurance given that
requested
an
extended examination.
being members nf the "tar party" to MINERS ARE ON A STRIKE AND
man held their last conference with members of
their lives and their property, includMEETING
IN
any committee all that t.ay meet witn judge Grover an ap
TEXAS
Assistant
L.
District
S.
Attorney
the governor and just before noon the Is necessary to transact
the Vermilya, who examined
governmsnt has
ing the churches, will be protected.
any business plication for a change of venue.
Heath for
town
latter announced his decision not to of the club. The motion
unprotected
The city remained quiet today. Tho
.
The
passed
McCaulesi
the
inis
said
accused of
in the course of an
state,
Interfere in any way with the decree new board of directors of the
EASTERN LEAGUE AND AMERICAN American cruiser Saratoga and gunclub, Ldward Ricord, the barber who belike a
El Paso, Nov. 15. The withdrawal termission, that he looked
of the Chesterfield county court, which
ASSOCIATION MAKE A FIGHT
boat Qnleros will sail for the north.
composed of Max Nordhaus, Ike Da trayed Miss Chamberlain to her ene
man and would be taken by the
good
was sustained by the supreme court of
800
last
of
federal
front
troops
night
FOR
HIGHER
RATING.
The Britisr cruiser Monmouth is reR.
W.
J.
G.
C.
vis,
Taupert,
Ward, J. mies, to be brought out of Jail for
state unless some unknown and unTorreon, Mexico, leaves Americana
appeals of the state.
the British ship Rosario.
S. Clark, George
lieving
Hallett
Fleming,
reason for challenging him
the sole purpose of compelling him there in
A petition has been presented to the
great danger, according to expected
Halcheng, on the mainland, southSan
Raynolds, Simon Bacharach, Clarence to give an interview to a
16.
Nov.
Dele
Antonio,
Texas,
metropolis a telegram received from Torreon by developed,
governor praying for a respite of at
west of Ainoy, has gone over to the
ana m. ureenDer, will meet, ac- an newspaper raoorter and of
A feature of the day was the elimi gates to the convention of the Nahaving
least 30 days for spiritual preparation. iaen,
The
revolutionists.
The city magistrate
to the by laws, within the storm over the entire state as a stain a local business man today.
tional
of
Association
Professional
cording
W.
M.
68
nation
of
Corcoran,
years
In a signed statement Governor Mann
next week to perfect their organiza- r 'ght in his office in the court house." message urges that the government oil. Corcoran waa excused by Judge Baseball leagues organized early today has been made a prisoner.
said in part:
at Washington be notified that Amer
Chang Chow, 24 miles west of here,
tion and elect a secretary and treasO her details regarding
examina and adjourned to a late hour, when
publicity icans in the Mexico mining city are Bordwell, who Interrupted
"I followed this case during the trial
reports
fighting there.
the
first
business
session
will
held.
be
urer
club.
for the
given the carrim; at the young rfhndy in constant peril from the thousands tion by the state to say that he did
and as its horrible facts were deWord comes from Tsuan Chow,
The
American
Association
and
the
not
Corcoran's
believe
conBend school teacher, which has
age qualified
of native strikers whose sentiment
veloped, regretted that a crime so
Eastern
League are represented. seaport 50 miles northeast of Amoy,
vulsed four counties and aroused a are declared to- be violently anti- - him to stand the strain of the long
cruel and malicious should have oc- RUNAWAY
seek
They
higher classification. At that the local officials have fled aud
ASSAILANT
trial.
storm over tre entire state as a stain American.
curred within the confines of this
are rated "Class A." the the rough element is in control.
present
they
S.
Darrow, chief same as the Southern
Attorney Clarence
ujHn the honor of Kan3as, are given
It waa at Torrfon that the mas
state. In the decision of every quesLeague. They
counsel for the defense, remarked base
IS CAPTURED HLRE as reason why the nine prominent sacre of Chinesoccurrod during the of
Nanking Has Fallen
tion which was presented to the able
their claim to advancement to
H.
ac
T.
tbaTbne
Elliot, already
man,
etttwns charged with the tarring rebellion agannstTPresident Diaz last
San Francisco, Nor. 15. .1 Hong
A. A." on the census, asserting that
and impartial judge who presided at
is eight years older than New
could not expect a fair trial in either winter.
One of the pet grievances cepted,
Orleans is the only city in the Kong cable to the Chinese daily pa
the trial, he waa careful to give the
Corcoran.
or
Saline
Ottawa,
Ellsworth,
of
WHO
STABBED
Lincvoln,
the
Southern League comparing favorably per here today says that Nanking has
heneflt of every reasonable doubt to ALBERTO FLORES,
among the more ignorant
"We'll not discuss the matter," said with those of
counties.
MAN IN TRINIDAD, ARRESTED
the American Associa been captured by the revolutionists.
peons waa that nearly all executive the court. "Mr. Corcoran
the prisoner; that he did not err is
Is excus tion and the
in
black
dressed
Miss
COLE8.
Chamberlain,
BY
BEN
were
held
Mexico
CHIEF
by
in
Eastern
League.
shown In the refusal of the supreme
positions
ed."
A Significant Event
Club disputes and, personal contro
appeared in court today and was Americans.
Although Francisco I.
court of appeals to grant a writ of
a
Talesman
bailiff,
by
Accompanied
closeted several hours with Attorney Madero, now president, always dis
versies concerning players are to be
Peking, Nov. 15. The most imporerror.
Alberto Flores, a hotel waiter of
to
B.
was
his
allowed
visit
J.
Sexton
"That Beattie is guilty of the wil- Trinidad, charged with assault with McCanless and Assistant Attorney couraged the Idea, many of the peons sick brother during the noon Inter considered by the National Board of tant development at the capital today
to
Arbitration. About 200 cases are be- was the publication in the Official
refused
In
She
new
Hawkes.
General
the
with
that
regime
believed
of
his intent to kill, was arrested this morn
ful, deliberate and cruel murder
fore the board, as well as claims ag- Gazette of Yuan Shi Raj's expression
out any statement further than the City of Mexico Americans would mission.
give
not
the
I
have
wife
slightest
Coles.
Ben
young
ing by Chief of Police
Prospects for a full ury box in the gregating more than $25,000 and be- of thanks to the throne for Its ap
of
the
conclusion
salaried
at
oBt
to
the
that
and
high
their
driven
be
say
doubt, nor is it insisted that there Coles received a telegram from the
to sides
these, there are to be consid pointment of him as premier. Thia
intends to in positions given to Mexicans. This is McNamara trial receded rapidly
shall be any greater relief offered sheriff at Trinidad yesterday after- criminal hearings she
men
whose
.
..
.
first
the
when
.
three
1.
day
i.
ered
from minor leagues is regarded as practically
his ac
applications
de
of
the
six
wuicm
suits
stitute
against
of
one
the oisappoinimems
than the commutation of his sentence noon giving a description of Flores.
were excused one for an advancement in classification. ceptance of the Offlca
called
names
were
strikfor personal damages.
adds to the ugly temper of the
to imprisonment for life.
He captured the man this morning at fendants
after the other.
A continuation of the ten year agreeThat arrangements are being made
ing miners at Torreon.
"I do not think the affidavits of the Santa Fe station. Flores, in a
T. J. Green, talesman
accepted ment under which the association was for the possible retirement of the
or
In
the
papers,
Paul Beattie, printed
fight with Tomas Delgado, another
yesterday by both sides as legally formed is considered a certainty.
royal family to Je Hoi is believed, folIMPORTANT REPORT MADE
B. McNamara
any other evidence of consideration waiter, stabbed him. Becoming frightto
James
try
qualified
lowing the publishing of an Imperial
Washington, Nov. 15. The com- HAVE YOU SEEN NEW
brought to my attention, sufficient for ened at his deed, he jumped on train
for the murder of Charles Haggerty
edict simultaneously ordering Pu
that purpose.
No. 7 and came to Las Vegas last mission appointed by President Tait
a victim of the Times explosion, was TURKEY DAY WILL
Ting, the Tartar general at Je Ho!,
a year ago to investigate the ques"To grant a respite In so plain a night.
STICKERS? excused today on a medical certifi
MEXICO
the
emperor's summer residence, to
case would be to set a precedent,
When arrested this morning Flores tion of bringing future issues of railill
cate regarding an intermittent
vacate in favor of Hsi Liang, formerjuwould be to temporize with the law made no attempt to escape but con- road stocks and bonds under the
ness. Li S. Gilhousen, who followed
viceroy of Manchuria, a trussed
SEE A GOOD GAME lycounselor
and to encourage appeals to the su- fessed to the charge and asked if the risdiction of the Interstate commerce
to the throne. This step
Green, was excused because of his
commission has made its report, to
preme court with the sole purpose of man was dead.
will be taken only as a last resort,
to capital punishment, and
opposition
Taft will
Handsomfe little red and
gaining time. I believe the best way
Flores said this morning that he the president. President
however.
F. E. Alderson, a venireman not yet
CLASH
NORMAL ELEVEN WILL
to prevent such crimes as this is to had been threatened by Delgado on tiansmit the commission's findings to
white stick rs bearing the seal
The provincial assembly of Nehl LI
called Into the box, was dismissed
PARK WITH
AT AMUSEMENT
of the grelt state of New
punish them adequately, certainly and numerous occasions and yesterday aft- congress and they will not be made
when it was found he was not on the
adopted a memorial to tho
today
FAST LOCAL AGGREGATION
Mexico and the slogan recently
speedily.' Therefore, the judgment of ernoon was called a number of abus public until then..
nec
is
which
assessment
throne,
favoring the establishing of a
roll,
county
the circuit court of Chesterfield will ive names and forced to fight in self
adopted bs the) bureau of imwith Yuan Shi Kai as presiin California, as a qualifica
republic
essary
be carried into effect without inter- defense. Flores says that he became
To recuperate the finances of the dent. The
migration : New Mexico, the
assembly has been accused
tion
service.
for jury
ference from me."
athletic associa- of inaction and it is
Sunshine State," are leaving
frightened at the sight of the limp
a talesman Normal University
possible the move
W.
Michael
Corcoran,
Beattie's father this afternoon told body and fled. By the time he reached INDEPENDENT DEALERS
which suffered a severe setback is only a pretense at doing somethe state. y the thousands on
tion;
was
taken
accepted by the defense,
the prisoner in the death cell of the Las Vegas he had thought over the
the envelopes and letter heads
last Saturday on account of the bliz thing.
in hand today by Assistant Attorney
idexico
the
The
that
had
to
governor
mind
of
N'ew
in
decided
people.
his
and
matter
zard that prevented a large attend
penitentiary
A
PROTEST
S. L Vermilya for examination by
REGISTER
refused all aid. Young Beattie re remain in this city until called for
stickers are being supplied by
ance at the game between the Nor
American Troops Sent.
Corcoran's nationality
the state.
ceived it in silence, the guards say, He applied at the Casteneda hotel for
the bureaij of immigration of
mals and the Albuquerque Highs, a
Nov. 15. The state de
Washington,
with
beliefs
and
correspond
religious
but his iron nerve gave way at last work and it was at the Harvey house
which H.
Henlng, of
number of old time college stars are partment has practically decided to
NOT SATISFIED WITH
ARE
THEY
He
believed
defendant.
those of the
About
and he was visibly affected at the loas quarters that he spent the night. This
a team to put up a red send a regiment of troops from Maquerque,
PLAN TO DISGOVERNMENT'S
in labor unions "to a certain extent," organizing
of his last hope.
out
sent
we
'
yesterday
his
15,000
he
willingness
expressed
hot game against the Pedagogues on nila to Chin Wing Tao, a seaport In
morning
SOLVE TOBACCO TRUST.
he told Vermilya.
and reque s for them are be- to return to Trinidad without official
The contest Will China, about 250 miles from Peking on
It appeared possible that the sixth Thanskgiving day.
as
at
filled
possible,
summons. Chief Coles telegraphei
rapidly
of any that would re the gulf of Pechill. The purpose 1
ing
the
be
superior
venire, of which only sdx men were
New Pork, Nov. 15 The filing toLUCAS AGAIN TO HEAD
At presmt the eyes of the
this to the officials In Colorado who
sult from a clash between the Nor to perform an International duty unleft at the opening of court today,
will arrive this evening to take day by Independent tobacco dealers
people in dany of the neighbormal! tes and some aggregation from der the Boxer treaty In keeping open
of a petitoin to intervene in the govmight be entirely exhausted before another school in the
back to face the charges.
pre looking toward
territory. The the line of communication between
THE COMMERCIAL CLUB Flores
the box was filled. Three of the men
New Mexto and eagerly pe
Flores has been in the employ ol ernment's dissolution suit against the
will not be heavy, due to the Peking and the sea.
expense
now in the box are sworn jurors and
the Harvey house a number of years tobacco trust makes certain an apruslng arlcles in the maga
elimination of railroad fare, and the
seven have been accepted as to cause
concern
Mr. peal from the plan to the United
and
under
zines
one
worked
time
lewspapers
at
and
LEG BROKEN BY ROPE
CHOOSES
HIM
gate receipts should be large, as
ORGANIZATION
by both sides.
Fowler, manager of the Casteneda, States supreme court and may delay
ing the ne state. All of those
few people who could stay
are
there
John
PRESIDENT FOR THE FOURTH
R, Hicks, a prominent ranch- wlo- receive letters
DeoDle
who speaks well of him. Flores Is disintegration of the trust, in the
a football game on man of Guadalupe county, got tangled
from
away
CONSECUTIVE TIME
small in staure and a neat appearing opinion of counsel in the cant..
bearing h New Mexico stick
Thanksgiving.
up in a rope while rounding up some
THE U. S. TO APPEAL
Should the independents' petition
ers will b convinced that the
fellow and is spoken well of by those
Lawrence Clark, Ernest Blood and cattle several days ago ana was
At the annual meeting of the Com- who know him in Trinidad.
the
circuit
court,
be granted by the
new state Is progressive and
other old timers are at the head of jerked from the ground and his leg
mercial club of Las Vegas held last
case will be taken to the supreme
that its iople are hustlers.
TO SUPREME COURT the opposition team. They promise broken. He was brought to Las Vegas
club
rooms
in
the
in
spacious
night
court by the protestants, who would
Hence thisfform of advertising
to put a team In the field that will be Sunday and taken to the Las Vegas
the Masonic Temple, W. J. Lucas
will do a rorld of good.
then be parties to the suit, their counTAFT IN MARYLAND
able to demonstrate to a nicety the hospital where the broken bone was
to the office of presi
was
The stl cers, used as seals
1 5.
Nov.
President sel, Felix H. Levy, declared. Should
WILL SEEK TO HAVE TEMPOR fine points of modern football. With set Mr. Hicks is doing well and a
Washingtn,
dent for the fourth consecutive term, Taft left here at 3 o'clock on a spe- the circuit court deny the Independupon the lacks of envelopes,
ARY FREIGHT RATE INJUNCthe city championship bee buzzing quick recovery Is probable.
and W. E. Gortner was chosen to sucwill
he
ents
their
make an i tlstic and attractive
added,
plea,
adthey
cial train for Frederick, Md., to
TION SET ASIDE
In their helmets they will enter the
are
ceed M. W. Browne in the office of dress a convention of the associated take it to the higher tribunal, notwith.
doecoratit
Many people
contest on Turkey day prepared to
Following this occur- boards of trade of the state. He re- standing.
planning secure a supply and
Nov. 15. The govern fight the sturdy Normal eleven for ENGINEERS FALLS FROM ENGINE
Washington,
holithe
ten
directors
election
of
seals
in
their
pered
upon
use them for
The independents recite
turns tonight.
ment will appeal to the United States every inch of ground.
The game
Engineer George Bryant fell from
John D. Hess, secretary of the club,
tition that they are vitally interested
day pacta res. People who deof will be no practice affair but will his engine last ni-- ht
decision
court
from
the
supreme
just east of Alstickers
the
In his report of the condition of the
of
trust
in the dissolution of the tobacco
sire a stiply
court
ini
commerce
was
the
after
and
the
tempor
granting
develop, immediately
buquerque
idly bruised. At
A COMMON OCCURRENCE
should w te at once to the buand that the decision will not, in suborganization stated that the debt on
of
the
whirlwind
order
of
of
Into
a
the
fast
was
tho
:ht
he was badly
'hat
first
kickoff,
tial
ary
it
Injunctions
15.
reii
Nov.
Herr F!et;chker, stance and effect, conform to the
reau of migration, Albuquerthe club is gradually being reduced
Berlin,
interstate commerce commission in playing. Further announcement con Injured but no hones were broken and
'
and a number of new members have an aviator, fell while making a flight quirements of the opinion and decree
que, N.
the
freight rate cernlng the game will be made In the though confined to his home today, ho
over the Johanisthal field today and made In this case by the United States
added their names to the rolls.
is only badly shaken up.
cases..
near future.
4
court.
President Lucas, who has just com- - was killed. His neck was broken.
supreme
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for which to be thankful-"Health-

errant
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Oalam
Happiness, Prosperity and many other Blessings received and many, many
ities and Misfortunes missed. For these we should indeed be grateful.
The firm of E. Rosen wald & Son has enjoyed a successful year and are fully apof this vicinity .
preciative of the patronage and good will extended them by the people but
we still
Of course, our stocks are somewhat broken after the heavy Fall purchasing
have a good variety in most lines. We wish to close out as many lines as possible this month
so as to get them out of the way of the approaching Holiday Season. Christmas goods are arriving daily and. we need the room.
To accomplish this purpose we are gbing to add to your cause for Thanksgiving by giving
you money on nearly all your
you some very unusual bargains for this season of the year-sa- ve
purchases and yet give you the newest and best merchandise on the market at a time when you
can get the greatest good from it.
Veils and Veiling
New effects in Chiffon Veiling, iall colors, with
or without borders, worth 50c per yd. Special 35c
Plain Chiffon Veiling in black, white and col-

We have left some very desirable models in women's Hats, all of good style and
quality. To close out the line entirely for the balance of this month we will sell
them at
J

ors, per yard
3gc
Ready Made Veils, either Mesh or Chiffon,
all colors, 85c to
$250
Newest Novelties in Auto Veils, all colors
2 50

Women's Separate Skirts
Our

entire line of women's

Skirts, including Voiles, Panamas,
Serges, Mohairs and Fancy Mixtures is included in this stock reducing sale. At the following prices, separate skirts will be much
In demand. Make your selections early while the assortment
Is
good.

$5.00 Skirts
$7.50 Skirts
$8.50 Skirts
$9.00 Skirts
$13.60 Skirts
$15.00 Skirts

for
for
for
for
for
for

70
72
70
72
64

Hats
Hats
$7.50 Hats
$9.00 Hats
$5.00
$6.50

for
for
for
for

S3. 65

4.35
5.00
6.00

Women's Silk Petticoats
These are all this season's stock, made along the most approved style lines from a good quality material and are cheap at the
original price.
Silk
Taffeta
Petticoats, in black and colors, made with
a deep pleated flounce, good dust ruffle, marked $2.75, Special $2.00
Messaline Petticoats, made with deep pleated flounce, all colors and black, marked to sell at $3.00, Special
2.15
A good Taffeta Silk Petticoat in black or colors, made with
deep pleated flounce with plain bias band, deep dust ruffle, marked
1
$5.00, Special
3.90
$6.50 Taffeta Petticoats
$4.90
5.65
$7.50 Taffeta Petticoats
6.35
$8.50 Taffeta Petticoats

In the line you will find the newest and best styles and qualities, many of the garments being of the
famous "Wooltex" make.

$3.75
5.60

and $13.50
to $21.00
$23.50 to $28.00
$28.50 to $35.00
$39.50 to $42.50
$12.50

6.35

$17.50

6.75
$10.15
$11.26

Tailored
Tailored
Tailored
Tailored
Tailored

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

for
for
for
for
for

$10.00
14.00
18.00
22.00
29.00

to $65.00 Evening Dresses foil
to $35.00 Evening Dresses for
'.m.&O to $19.50 Velvet Dresses for
$17.50 to $20.00 Silk Dresses for
$27.50 to $35.00 Silk Dresses for
$45.00

$3400

, $32.ae

19.50
13.50
13.50

2U00

Women's Misses and Children's Coats

This Will Interest the Men

inch bleached Damask, pure linen, heavy quality
inch bleached Damask, newest patterns, all linen
inch bleached Damask, pure linen and heavy weight

$1.50
1.25
1.15

Good Bearskin Coats in White, Red or Drown, sizes

2 to 5 years,
Special
J3
Other Coats In a large variety of styles and material,
including the
most popular things of the season, sizes 2 to 6 yrs.
3,00 to 8.50
An excellent variety of the newest and best
styles of Misses' Coats
in all desirable colors, sizes 8 to 14 years
3,50 jo 15.00
The largest and best variety of Women's long Coats in the city.'in- cluding all the new desirable models, all colors. 7.50 jo 35.00

For the balance of this month we will give you your choice of our entire stock of men's Suits, includng
black, blue and fancy serges, brown and gray fancy mixtures, worth from $18.00 to $25.00, for only

..

90c

$9.85

Inch Mercerized Table Linen good patterns, nicely finished

83c
60c

The lot includes the newest and best styles of the season, are made from the best materials and com
bine service and comfort to a maximum degree.

inch bleached Damask, good quality, desirable patterns
inch Cream Table Linen, heavy quality, all linen

and 18 Button Long Kid Gloves in white, black
$3.75
and tan
2.00
1 clasp heavy Cape Glove for street wear
1.00
"Monroe" Kid Glove, black and colors . .
1.50
"Mascot" Kid Glove, black and colors .
"Derby" Kid Glove, black and colors, pique
1.75
seam
back,
stitched
"Ladimor" Kid Glove, heavily
white or black
2.00

16

.

Desirable Models in Women's Suits and Dresses
at Attractive Prices

Table Linens
72

OFF

ONE-THIR-

6.50

m

Women's Kid Gloves

Millinery Special

.

Linen Sets and Napkins

Linen Towels

Round Table Cloth, 24 yards long, scalloped edge, napkins.
to match
$16.50
.Table Linen Sets, 72x90 cloth with one dozen napkins to match
t0
8.75
Scalloped Tea Napkins of pure linen, desirable patterns, per
dozen
7,50
18 inch Hemstitched Napkins, Shamrock patterns, per do?3.25
24 inch pure Linen Napkins, excellent quality, newest pati"-nper dozen
650
24 inch pure Linen Napkins, good quality, per dozen
4.00
22 inch all Linen Napkins in popular patterns, per doz
2.50
-
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"BACK HOME"
THIS PLAN, SAYS THE BUREAU OF
IMMIGRATION, WILL ADVERTISE NEW MEXICO.
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 15. Leo
H. Boydston, a real estate man at
Shoemaker, N. M., has written to the
Bureau of Immigration, suggesting a
plan for advertising New Mexico
which is so simple, effective and so Inexpensive that it is worth agitating in
every district in the new state. The
Shoemaker man points out that fully
60 per cent of the population of New
Mexico has come here in comparatively recent years from other states.
Of this he estimates that fully one-hahave come from country districts,
lf

from farms or small towns where
daily, or weekly newspapers are published.
This part of the population
is still well remembered "back home"
and a letter to the back home paper
would be welcomed by the paper and
printed with eagerness.
This would be especially the case
right now, when New Mexico is just
entering the Union. We have just had
our first state election and nothing
but the president's proclamation remains to complete statehood. It is
the time of all times to let the folks
"back home" know about the Sunshine State.
If every man who recalls the name
of the weekly or small daily paper
"back home" will write that paper a
letter telling about our admission to
the Union, something of the great resources of the new state, and with
particular reference to the resources
and attractions of his own district,
the result would be thousands of columns of newspaper space, reaching
hundreds of thousands of people, and
forming in the aggregate an advertise

ment that could not be purchased at
any price.
The bureau of immigration for
some time has been mailing) out large
numbers of news letters to small
newspapers throughout the country.
Many of these letters are printed, but
Those that
many are passed by.
are printed are by no means as effective as the personal letter, signed
by a man whom the readers of the
small paper "back home" know personally.
Remember that weekly paper "back
home" how you used to read every
word In It each week; how eager the
paper was to get letters from former
residents who had moved, to new
fields, and how eager the home people
were to read those letters.
Every man In New Mexico who remembers such a newspaper "back
home" can do his share and a big
share to help advertise the new state.
Write the letter to your "back
home" paper right away, while the
subject of New Mexico's admission
to the Union is fresh In the minds of
the people throughout the country.

1
The "back home" papei will print it
which every
gladly. This is a work
man and woman who fecalls such: a
paper "back home" can! help.
If any Information
desired for
your letter about the resources of
New Mexico, write to (he bureau of
immigration, Albuquerql e, and it will
be ,sent by return mall

DOMINION

PARLIAI ENT

OPENS
Ottawa, Ont., Nov. 15. The first
session of Canada's awly elected
twelfth parliament opejed today. The
proceedings were pureit formal, hav- ing reference to the epctlon of Dr.
Thomas S. Sproule as speaker and
other preliminary bush s of a routine character.
Nevt theless, the
chambers and corridors it the parliament buildings were t a scenes of
much bustle during 1e day, the
members of both side exchanging
greetings and scouting ibout to get
their bearings. Owing the change
of government there ha been a com
plete reassignment of rooms, those
heretofore occupied bjj the liberals

'

Huck Towels of good quality, 18x33, red
borders, each..
12 1 2r
Huck Towels, all white, 19x38, good value, each
on
Huck Towels, hemstitced. 20x38, all white
with 'fancy" border
'
each
Damask Towels, all linen,'plai'n'0r hemsmched,"
MS, assorted pf
each
Damask Towels, scalloped, 20x40, fine quali'new" 'patterns'
ea 85c
Damask Towels, hemstitch
L.
-- wn
6UUQ quamy
of j,eayy 1Jnen
each
75c
Guest Towels, hemstitched
lixzi' ,u! monogram wreath, all linen huck.. each
5Uc

v.,

going to the conservatives and vice demand ereatlv
pyH. ,
modation, and a great number will will be taken out of
pontics and made
The spectacular function in con- necessarily be disappointed.
" -- ""Joci or a general board i
nection with the assembling of the
The duration of the
present ses- generally accepted as being a leadin?
new parliament has been reserved for sion and
.
. Plank in Mr. Borden's platform. He
the extentor
tomorrow, when his royal highness the business to be
made this
proposal as an offset to the
presented are not
the Duke of Connaught will open the as yet
definitely known, it s the apepal that the liberals made to the
proceedings in stata On this occa general belief, however
. - farmers on- thev &1VUUUj 01 ,
" me seslower uirm.
sion there will be the customary . u WUI, De
The same
Dner and rather
has
indorsed
proposal
been
unintep
military display the cavalry escort, esting. The
, ...i
prevailing idea is that hy the Cannllar, nr
asmauuiitcLuieia
guard of honor and royal salute. The no very
sociation as a means
contentious legislation or
the
of
taking
customary state) dinner wild take place
atlon of a constructive
tariff out of politics.
character
in the evening and on Saturday hfs
be broueht Ann, ,
U,B llme- - but
7
royal highness the governor general that,
instead, attention will be devot- MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
and the Duchess of Connaught will
".uuii, iu naKSlnpOmaha, Neb., Nov .15. Mavurs and
hold their first drawing room.
This tion measures
other officials of
necessary for
function, as well as the opening itmany of the chief
of the fiscal year.
cities of the state are
self, always attracts society leaders ment wffl
attending the
probably be
annual convention of the Nebraska
and debutantes from many outside ore
Christmas. ,t ls expecS
M'jnicinai lea
points. This year the opening cere
meet again in
monies promise to be of exceptional March.
today for a three davs' session.
February
or
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new
brilliancy. There Is not only the adernment
,4
hu n. most mnortflnt
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ded interest from the advent of a
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
measures j
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these Your druggist will refund money it
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Canadian, Sir Thomas Shaughnessy
he bad methods of manv anDl ttm. the
city. The improvements will In- MISSION CONGRESS
president of the Canadian-Pacifi- c
rail era in mat state, though several stow.
elude artistic lampposts and clusters
NATUi
8 CURE FOR
road. A 11,000 prise cup for best po- era have
Montreal, Nov. 15. The three-da- y
begun to establish a different as well as an increase of
The assessed valuation of Illinois tatoes grown on the continent also
candle
for
Missionary
for
congress,
their fruit, care being power. Cheep electric
reputation
increased by many billion dollars dur- offered by him having been awarded the one
light is supthing needful as the flaor plied in Chicago from the nubliclv which Montreal has been preparing
Only by removing the cause can
75
Jones
to the Canadian province of British aud color of the
for many months, opened In the
years that
ing the
apples
sur owned generating plant of 'he sani- chronic Ulcer or Old Sore be
knew Chicago, from the days wher he Columbia.
any
As a stimulus to the im- pass tnose or other states. usually
American
Presbyterian church this
Little com tary district where the reversed curNo one will question ike
fished with Pokagon, whose father provement in quality of farm
cured.
afternoon, with Rev. Robert Johnsproducts munities where
sold northern Illinois to the white nearly every western representative er attention are orcharding gets prop- rent of the Chicago nver through the ton, D. D.,
truthfulness
of this statement. The
presiding. The chief featadopting progressive sanitary canal has been harnessed.
man, to the day of his recent death. contributed toward prizes
ures
of
is
the
initial
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methods
and
amounting
sessions were adalways from an inward
bidding for the highest Each year more of the current fmn
Wild- - ducks swam In a swamp where to $12,000 for the world's
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dresses
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best
in
Robert
by
wheat,
on
prices
markets
paid
any
never
"The
for apples. that
an outwward influSpeer
RESERVE ASSOC.
source,
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therefore
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"The Central Place ble
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the congress will have as to take internal treatment.
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blood is the one unfailing cure for
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a
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out
making
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more
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by which the general business of
regarded as one of the world's great- circulation is allowed to remain in
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West suffers from
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the
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prosue
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Table Linens, Napkins, Etc.
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We offer you a complete line of the famous DeVoise Brassieres

33

20 per cent off

25 per cent discount

"The Store That Sella For Less"

Your Christmas Gifts Now
Buy
We offer you because we would

Very Special

E

35 large $4.00 Comforters to be sold

rather take a small profit and keep our stocks

moving our entire line of Leather Bags

14 off
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We want you to know what they are

Ladies', Hisses and Children's Underwear
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cent Discount
per
sale.
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All Odds and Ends Must Go
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1- -3

This is only an introductory

0

Ten or more styles, any color, silks, satine silesia ana muslin

at

Friday Only

Stamped Linens, Pillow Tops.
Drawn Work, we have it.

Pillows,

Japanese
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$3.00 eaoh
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"The Store That Sells for Less"
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we mean it and are ready to prove the assertion
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Handkerchiefs, Neckwear, Belts, Shawls, Jewelry, all
iii i wciuy on.
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Don't be mislead, we are here to please you if will be half pleasant to us and
a. vaiw irn avn; rlrtl lit f Jvrll Uava usifh tta Uhn vrc say
Will
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Attention 1 Ladies
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From each and every quality we will give a discount of
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For Less
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Weenie a yard
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We are going to offer for four days all i$c Gingham the best money can buy for
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T
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Bath Robas, worth $5.00 for

$3.50

This Sale will be Cash Only. Positively no
charges ot the above prices and no
anger when we ask for the money or present our bills.
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votes in the are most radically democratic counties of eastern New Mexico; he was given 1,400 votes in the
lower Peoqs. valley.
In 1906, William II. Andrews received only 1,034 In the lower Pecos
So much for the Hagerman
valley.
influence at home.
In what county is it that the republican party lost in greatest pro
portion compared with its previous
records? In the highly "progressive"
moral and advanced county of Sando
val, the only county in New Mexico
without a newspaper, the county
without any court buildings of its
own, tre county in which school houses and churches are as few to the
square mile as in Africa. There the
Inreformers made their greatest
democratic
the
there
roads, although
vtlctory smells of the whiskey bottle
and of bribery, of the wholesale debauchery of voters. It is the county
of which the damocrats have complained most bitterly up to two weeks
ago and of which today they are me

QMtc

uprop ' class matter.
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proudest."
in whal large precinct did the

re-

re--i
publicans sustain the severest
In
the
them?
.to
precinct of
verse
V)Max county, where the
Dawson,
1908 was four
(Andrews majority in
hundred per cent greater than the
AT
Aid. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Bursum majority. It Is the precinct
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
in
which according to the democrats
PAID FOR.
the rottenest election methods have
are guaranteed the obtained, in which Slovacks, Poles,
Advertisers
irpest daily and weekly circulation Crovacka, iHungarians, Italians, were
t any newspaper in Northeastern voted indiscriminately and without
Tew Mexico.
being entitled to a vote. It is the precincts on which the democratic conSIO
WEDNESDAY. NO VK M I R 15, MIL
test of 1906 was mainly based.

that

WHAT FOOLS THESE
MORTALS BE
Holm O. Bursum received more
than 28,000 votes on November 7.
This is more than were given the
nccessful candidate for delegate to
congress in 1908; more than were
ever before cast for any candidate,
republic n or deomcratic, in New
Mexico.

Holm

O.

Bursum was given

i

2,500

Both sides practically agree
Frank V., Clancy is the Ideal citizen
of New Mexico, the man above reWhat did
proach, above suspicion.
Albuquerque do for its greatest citizen? It defeated him by an almost
unprecendented vote. And in whose
favor? William R. McGill, who represented everything that was worst
most uncouth, the lowest kind of
demagogery on either ticket, was given a tremendous majority in Bernalil

At the same time, Jesus
Romero, president of the Progressive
saw to it that he was elected
the sheriffship. By what methods
may cowe out later In the courts and
the story may astound the few real
reformers that there are in New
lo county.

Mexico.

In Santa Fe county, where the pro-- ,
gressive movement was conceived,
where it held its state convention,
where it made its headquarters, where
it struck its bargain with the demo
oratic organization, where live its
great leaders, Hilarlo L. Ortiz, David
Gonzales, George Washington Prich- ard, RlchaTd H. Hanna, Levi A.
Hughes, Miguel A. Otero, there the
republicans elected the most stand- pat ticket they have ever put up and
that by Increased majorities. Two of
the great progressive leaders lost
the county by a big vote. That much
for the influence of the progressive
movement in Santa Fe county and in
New Mexico. Its influence as a re
form movement was, and is nil.
Something like half a million do!
lars were spent by organizations and
individuals in New Mexico to defeat
the republican ticket. All the impression that this vast sum made after
the greatest campaign of villiflcation
and mudslinging that accompanied it,
was to gain a few hundred votes 'n
Sandoval county, to elect the democratic-progressive
ticket only in part
by a few hundred majority. The republicans on the other hand, gave
the
their candidate for governor
largest vote ever received by any
republican candiate in New Mexico,
s
of the legislative
elected
of the
senate and almost
house, elected most of the county
tickets, the attorney general, the supreme court, a representative in congress and other officers, and gained
the two chief political prizes of the
campaign, the two United States
That certainly is not defeat, it is not even a reverse and demonstrates that New Mexico is firmly
anchored in the republican column
and makes ridiculous the demand of
two-third-

two-thir-

or so progressives in New
28,000 loyal republl-league- ,
cans surrender the party organ! za-t-o
tion to them.
jhig makes apropo, the following
TQm Hoim G. Bursum, at the end of
a magnifiCent campaign waged by
him to overcome the slanders and the
lies which were hurled at him by
mud batteries and unprincipled pollticians and newspapers.
You can say that the election is
citizens will abide
over and an
by the result whatever it may be. The
issues were somewhat blinded on ac- pount
personalities being made the
vaTamount issue by the opposition.
New Mexico is essentially a tariff
state, and had the people thoroughly
appreciated the importance of that
issue to her interests, she would sure
ly have elected two congressmen in
harmony with the doctrine of protec-

the

300

Mexico

that the

-

tion.

still hopeful that the republicongressmen may have been
elected, and I am also hopeful that
the balance of the state ticket has
pulled through.
If the fact that the fight was centered on the republican nominee for
governor has served to eliminate the
fight on the balance of th- state ticket, and in that way assisted in its
election, I feel very well satisfied.
After all it Is not of the greatest moment as to who shall be governor or
the state. It is the duty of every citizen to join in and assist in building
up the state and assist the administration, elected by the people to obtain legislation which will be for the
benefit of the state as a whole. I am
for New Mexico first, last and all the
time. Her interests are my interests
I sincerely hope that the republican
ticket and the supreme court may
have been elected. According to the
latest returns I am inclined to believe that all of the state ticket, with
the exception of the governor, has
been elected.
s
The legislature will be
republican which insures the election
of two United States senators, who
I am

can

two-third-

stopped when professionals ceased
will be in harmony with New Mexico large proportion of the list falling selling, but no appreciable recoveries
slighUy below yesterday's closing.
interests at the national capital.
were noted. Trading became dull
Latsr on there were feeble rallies in when the list began to harden. The
The results of the election would,
no doubt, have been quite different conjunction with a rise of two points close was steady.
had it not been for the dissatisfaction In Interborough Metropolitan prewithin the republican ranks of Ber- ferred on reports of possible new
NEW YORK COTTON.
nalillo and Sandoval counties. The franchises, b it the whole list shaded
New York, Nor. 15. Cotton, spot,
local political fend existing in each again later to considerably lower fig- closed dull, 10 points lower; middling;
of these counties was so bitter that ures. Bonds were firm, with Ameri- uplands, 9.50; middling gulf, 9.75; no
the republicans completely lost sight can Tobacco company and some lower sales.
of party issues and permitted their! priced stocks in demand.
Severe inroads were made in prices
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
prejudices to prevail as against party
With the absorptive
St. Louis, Nov. 15. Wool steady;
principles and the best interests for! after mid-dathe welfare of the state as a whole.
power of the market much reduced territory and western mediums, 17
The dissatisfaction of
by the recent driving in of the short 20; fine mediums, 1618; fine, 1115.
Interests, large operators find it inOtero, Mr. Hagerman and
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
General Prichard cut very little figure creasingly difficult to market their
or gripe, and
in the results of the election, and stocks when they attempt to make a Tablets do not sicken
be taken with perfect safety by
their opposition was like adding a turn. Losses of about a point were may
the most delicate woman or the
to the sea, but the dissatis- registered in many representative youngest child. The old and feeble
faction in Sandoval and Bernalillo stocks, Reading, Union Pacific, St. will also find them a most suitable
for aiding and strengthening
counties, which was purely local in Paul, Great Northern preferred, Mis- remedy
their weakened digestion and for regStates
souri
Steel,
United
Pacific,
tre normal
character, transformed
ulating the bowels. For sale by all
republican majority of 2,300 to about American Smelting and Amalgamated druggists.
1,500 democratic
which means, that Copper. Lehigh Valley was down 3
The discouraging part about greetpoints and Canadian
1,900 republicans voted the democratOn the curb American Tobacco ing misfortune with a smile is that
ic ticket, thus making a change in
the net results of 3,800 votes, which jumped 15 points to 452. The decline she never smiles back.
would have elected the republican
candidate for governor by more than
1,000.
This influence was also felt
In McKinley county, and probably reduced the republican
majority in
that county by at least 300. Santa
Fe New Mexican.
dew-dro-

p

2.

"Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
"Boss Patent"

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
New York, Nov. 15. The reactionary character of the market, which
was overcome temporarily by the rally

The Leading

yesterday, again asserted itself today.
Prices were stimulated at the opening
by the previous rise in the London
market, but the advantage was soon
lost, owing; largely to continued real-

Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
by

izing.

Disappointments over the failure to
declare an extra dividend on Lehigh
Valley, which had been expected in
some quarters, caused free selling of
the stock in the second hour and it
It had sold at
sagged to 177
180
earlier and closed yesterday at
179
Reading and all of the other
active issues were influenced by the
decline in this stock with quite a

UN EXTRA

Chaurles Ilfeld Comp&ny
New Mexico's

SPECIAL FOB GIRLS MISSES AND LADIES

M

1--

OFF

3

The Seasons Newest and Best Styles Offered.

Ladies Tailored Suits a Full $42,50 Value any
Place, Our Price is $35,00
The styles comprehend every style which has so far secured presentation at the
Court of Autumm Fashions.

1

Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors

HATS
SHRSsBBMLiiMDSj
SBHflrflBfeSSBfl

Brand of High Patent Flour

Number of Suits at $25.00 That
Ought to Bring $32 50

We Show a.

One piece dresses of Messaline Satin, Silk, Satin
and Wool- -a credit to our Store-- we
are justly proud

of them.

We invite inspection and Comparison of

Prices which run

These Suits Combine the Charm of Styles, Good Lines and the Sweet Simplicity
of Medium Prices.

6.98 9.98 12.00 15.00 17.50 20.00 27.50 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00

SEE OUR STOCK OF COATS AND WRAPS FOR WOMEN, GIRLS AND CHILDREN

One Lot of
LADIES

...SPECIAL OFFERINGS FOR WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY...

$3.50 and $4.00

November 15, 16, 17, and IB

HIGH TOP SHOES

HIRE WHITE

SHIRT WAISTS

$5.00 & $5.50

SIZES
34 to 44

ALL WOOL

BLANKETS

Regular Prices

$1.50 to $4.5Q
AT
1- -3

10

Yards

PERCALE

ull Size for Double
Bed

Per

OFF

$3-9- 8

Best 15c

Quality

Inches Wide
Light and Dark

PATTERNS

$1.19
(10 Yards Limit to Each

Customer.)

Fur Sets of Bltxck Fox,

Russian Mink, Sable-- .
R.ed Fox, Black Bear etc.
$3.00 to $75.00 per set
Ml

OVERCOATS

AND SUITS

Entire Stock of
LADIES'

Men's Health
Wool and Cotton

For Women
All Sizes
A BROKEN

H ere

ASSORTMENT

UNDERWEAR
36

5T

BOY'S

The

All Wool Suits of

Snap and Quality
Entire Stock
Offered

at

For the

4 DAYS
Only at
20 PER CENT

1--

5

OFF

SHIRT

SIZES QUALITIES AND
&

DRAWERS

Regular Price

PER GARMENT

$1.00
Special Offer Each

LOT NUMBERS

YOUR CHOICE

Per Pair

$2.79

DISCOUNT

Store of Quality"

CHABACmS
E. Las Vegas.
N.M.

WARNERS' RUST PROOF
CORSETS

Every Pair Guaranteed

$1.00 to $4.50
i

LAS VEGAS

PERSONALS

ThePrescrlpiionlst

Charles A Spless left last night for
Santa Fe on a business trip.
Mrs. George Kahle this afternoon
returned from a trip of several days
to Denver.
District Attorney Charles W. Q.
Ward spent yesterday in Mishawaka
on official business.
Frank Baird, rodman on tbe Santa
Fe engineering crew, has been transferred to San Marcial.
K. H.
Biernbaum, a prominent merchant of Mora, drove in yesterday
from his home on business.
Mrs. E. L. Hammond went to Mora
yesterday for a visit of several days
with Mrs. Little of that place.
J. M. Bentley, of the Romero ranch
at Romeroville, left this morning for
a several days' trip to Santa Fe.
Mrs. E. E. Johnson and her daughter, Miss Lorna, left today for Den-vewhere they will spend several

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

I'hone Main

MINING

COMPANY

ELECTS

FIRST

OFFICERS
DEVELOPMENT OF COPPER FIELD
AT EL PORVENIR IS TO BE
CARRIED ON RAPIDLY.

o

ors.
The shares subscribed in the com
pany are distributed as follows: T.
W. Hayward, 5,000; Dr. J. M. Cunning
ham, 2,500; C. C. Robbins, 2,000; H.
C. Smith, 1,000; D. T. Hoskins, 1,000;
Charles Ilfeld, 1,000; Harry W. Kelly,
3,000; W. G. Haydon, 5,000; E. G.
1,000; R. J. Taupert, 500.
Mur-iihe-

Work on the company's property in

THE BIO GAME
ENDED
NORMAL BOYS LEAVE FOR SANTA
FE IN GOOD SHAPE FOR GAME
WITH VARSITY TOMORROW

Final practice for the big game in
Santa Ke tomorrow with the University of New Mexico was held yesterday afternoon at the High school
grounds by the Normal football
squad and the prospects lor tbe locals in the game at the Ancient City
tomorrow are good. The game on
Saturday showed up the weak points
lioth on the defense and the offense
of the Normals and with the regular coaches, J. S. Baker and Leo
Tipton, and Waldo Twitchell hamer-indays.
football into the team it apJohn Webb arrived last night from pears that most of the repairs have
Atchison, Kans., and will probably re been made. One of the weak points
main in Las Vegas during the coming that showed up In the game with the
winter.
Albuquerque boys was the lack, of
Mrs. C. W. Coberly left this after- formation on end
runs, this has been
noon for Clovls where she will spend
eliminated and the Dlavs run off as
evera. cays visiting ber son, Arthur
smoothly as clock work.
""u
In the first part of the game Sat
joiiu rugn came in rrom nts ranch urday afternoon the Normal ends
near Wagon Mound yesterday afterfailed to break up the opposition's
noon and was in Las Vegas today on
end runs but toward the end of the
business.
game, after a little experience, both
Miss Pita Sena and Miss Adela
Gallegos and Bentley tore up things
left this afternoon for Santa Fe in
fine style. Lack of experience was
to attend the educational convention
the greatest trouble but the game
In session there.
with the Duke City toys has done r.
A. Gandert, sheriff of Mora county,
to perfect the work of the
was in Las Vegas last night and this great deal
A. Comstock, who was
Normal
boys.
morning on business, having come in out of the
on Saturday, reported
game
from Mora yesterday afternoon.
Max Nordhaus, who returned from again for practice Monday, and his
additional weight on the line will
Albuquerque yesterday morning, left
the team considerably. The
help
for
the Duke City last night
again
coaches
put the team through a stiff
on train No. 9 on a business
trip.
John Stein, division superintendent signal practice.
All three of the coaches will go to
of the Harvey house system, who has
been in Las Vegas several days Tjn Santa Fe with the boys and "Brick"'
business, left last night on train No. Clark who was referee in the game a!
Amusement park Saturday, will go
7 for El Paso.
in the same capacity. The Nor
A. B. Gallegos has returned to his along
mal
team
will line up as follows:
home in Los Conchas after having:
Tom
L E.; Sol Gallegos, R.
Bentley,
been here a few days looking after
E.; Patricio Esquibel, L. T.; O. A.
business affairs
Larrazolo, Jr., R. T. P. Sanchez, L.
Roy Sundt, who came in from his
G.; A. Comstock, R. G.; D. Hoskins,
ranch at Wagon Mound several days
Q. B. ; T. Hayward, F. B. ; C. Koog-ler- ,
ago, will spend the winter in Las VeR. H; and Carl Ellis, L. H. L.
gas. He has entered the employ of
HoBkins, E. Sena and M. Barker will
the Santa Fe.
go along as subs. . The team left for
R. R. Larkin, formerly superintend- - ' Santa Fe this
evening on train No. 7.
ent of the schools of East Las Vegas,
g

Ar-mij- o

Election of officers and the purchase
of a concentrating plant were the important features of the first meeting
of El Porvenir Mining company, which
was held yesterday in the offices of
the company on the West side. The
following officers were elected:
Romero, president and general
manager; T. W. Hay ward, vice president; Dr. J. M. Cunningham, treasurer; Hipolito C. de Baca, secretary;
0. C. Robbins and H. C. Smith, directMar-garit-

PREPARATION FOR

,

;

El Porvenir canyon is progressing
Before the incorporation of now
nicely.
representative of Ginn & Comthe company Margarito Roremo did pany, book dealers, went to Santa Fe
much prospecting and development
last night on business.
work and opened up ore bodies that
Rufus Mead, superintendent of the
are said to be rich in copper and
schools of East Las Vegas,
public
deepmetals. The shaft is

TEACHERS DEPART;

PUPILS ARE GLEEFUL

other

being
went to Santa Fe this morning on the
a tunnel to intersect it at California Limited to attend
the openAsconsiderable depth is being driven.
ing of the educational convention to
a
to
ore
of
be
the
shown
says have
day.
high grade. The installation of the

Miss Louise Cunningham will reconcentrator will be followed soon by
turn
home this evening after having
other modern improvements. Regular
several weeks in Kansas Ci'.y
asspent
Is
it
shipments to the smelters,
at the home of Miss C.
visiting
fu
near
In
the
be
will
begun
sorted,
will accompany Miss CunLee
ture.
be her guest.
and
ningham
Thomas wilby arrived
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Santa Fe in their
from
and
last
treasurer
night
Eugenio Romero,
collecter of San Miguel county, big touring car on their way from the
went to Estancia this afternoon on a coast to their home in New York city.
Mr. Wilby is a government good roads
business trip.
official and, in company with Mrs
Wilby, has made the trip across .the
continent to secure data for the good
M. J. Drury, Santa Fe division meroads commission. Thoy left Las Vethis
chanical superintendent, arrived
with the hope of
afternoon from his headquarters in gas this morning
afternoon,
this
Raton
reaching
a Junta on business.
Leo-Mis-

Your Own Che
-

Send for the
KC Cooks book

IV f
W

MW

bake-day-

s

if you use

BAKING oJ- SPOWDER

Immo.
tainhisr
theS-artificate packed in
90

c

represented.
Besides the Normal University, the
University of New Mexico, the Naw
Mexico Agricultural College, and the
New Mexico Military Institute will ba
represented. In the scholastic division, in addition to the Las Vegas high
school, the high schools of Roswell,
Raton, Santa Fe, Clovls and Tucum-car- i
and the Otero county schools will
be represented.
For the former contest Attorney W. J. Lucas, of this city,
Judge Ira A. Abbott, of Albuquerque,
and Miss Evelyn Butler of Silver City,
will act as judges of composition and
thought. In the high school section,
George H. Kinkel of this city; J. R.
Morgan of.. Trinidad, and Miss Ethel
Hickey of Albuquerque are the Judges.
The three judges on delivery for each
division will be chosen by the oratorical association at a meeting tomorrow morning. The chief attraction for tomorrow afternoon 18 the
football game between the Normal
University and the team from the
state university. Both teams are confident of victory and the contest will
be fought to the finish.
The Las Vegas teachers will. In all
probability, return to Las Vegas Sat-- '
nrday night, though some may remain
pver until Sunday and make the most
of their vacation. Headed by Rufus
Meade, superintendent of the public
schools of East Las Vegas, the following are the teachers from this side
of the river who will attend the meet
ing: P. J. Reed, principal of the high
school; Miss Ethel Musser, Miss Harriet Davis, Antonio Lucero, T. J. Cra-- '
vens, principal of the grades at the
Castle buildingi; Miss Helen Papen,
Miss Bertha Papen, Miss Addle Merrill, Miss Annie Merrill, Miss Minnie
Kohn, principal of the Douglas avenue
building; Miss Cora Montague, Miss
Rebecca McKenzie,
Miss
Rachael
Ward, Miss Marie Schafer, Miss Mary
McGuire, Miss Teresa Devine, Miss
Margaret Cavanaugh and Mrs. Charles
Kohn, instructor of music. The teachers from the Normal are: Dean Frank
Miss Marguerite Cluxton,
Carroon,
Miss Mildred Hornbein, J. S. Baker,
Miss Liva Lichty, O. C. ZIngg, Miss
Cornelia Murray, Miss Anna George,
Francis Kelly, Miss May Ross, Miss
Anna J. Rieve, A. H. Van Horn, Miss
Bessie Watt, Miss Esther Mangan and
Miss Pearl Hutchinson.
Mrs. Lou
Cobb, Miss Marguerite Bernard and
Mrs. Chester Hunker made up the delegation from the West side schools.
The Normal and the East and West
side schools as well as many of the
country schools are participating in
the twodays" .vacation.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Chicago, Nov. 15. Cattle, receipts
u 1,000;
market generally 10 to 15c

Texas
ssteers,
steers,
4.5(tj;7.30; stockers and feeders, $3
isi5.70; cows and heifers, $2.005.85
calves, o.508.25.
Hogs, receipts 32,000; market 5 to
i
IQp higher1.
LigMs, $o.85&6.50; mixed
$0.006.(i0; heavy, $6.006.65; rough
$6i00e.20; good to choice neavy
$6.256.65; pigs, $4.005.50; bulk of
sales, $t.306.55.
Sheep, receipts 42,000; market 10 to
15c lower.
Native, $3.503.8U; west
ern, $2.653.80; yearlings, $3.754.70;
lambs, native, $3.156.00; western,
$3.253.90.
beeves,

$4.609.10;
$4.006.80; western
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15, 1911.

AREAL DRESSER

1 Jl I
OOTVD

AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG

STORb

AND GET A BOX OF

KEVIN'S PURITY CANDY
Iron

CHAMPLEVE ENAMEL

BROOCHES AND BELT PINS

Send it today,

chlc-- -

now

VERY ARTISTIC

THE
at

R
ROBERT

Commencing Wednesday, November

15th, we are going to put on sale
every dresser and chffonler in this
big store at Strictly Wholesale Prices,
' - '
for Spot Cash Only.
X'
$7.90 for solid Oak $10 dresser.
$8.75 for
$10.65 for
$14.85 for

And so on

solid Oak

$11

dresser.

a solid

Oak $15 dresser.
a solid Oak $19.50 dresser.

right through the line of

dressers and chiffoniers.

&e Rosenthal
Opposite
If we

TAUPERT

JEWELER

OPTICIAN
iON OF
BTAB- -

Try an Ad. In The Optics"
"Want Columns"

ESSED
:s

of

EC- -

Y. M. C. A.

Say It's So. It's So.

SpecialSale
Before purchasing elsewhere, call and get

prices
Misses'

J.

on Ladies',

and Children's
Suits
and Dresses
Coats,
ALSO
Blankets, Comforts,
Table Linen, Underwear, Gingham, Percale
In fact everything in
dry goods, shoes and
clothing at the New
Store of

Hoffman &

CHAS. LEWIS

MRS

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

I

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

Want
habit

m.
here,

Some habits one "should want to break and
habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
all bad

Graubarth
Phone Main 104
$100 Reward,
The readejs of this paper will be
to
learn that there is at
pleased
least one dreaded disease that sci
ence has been able to cure In all Its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
now known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing
lis work. The proprietors have so
much faith in Its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
tor any case that it fails to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To$100.

To attend the first convention of the
Educational association of New Mexico held in the new state about 40
teachers left Las Vegas this afternoon
for Santa Fe on train No. 7. This number includes practically all of the
teachers of the Meadow City. This
session promises to be a particularly
profitable and interesting one. The
Las Vegas Bchools will be closed the
remainder of the week and the chil
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
well as the teachers, will
Kansas
vacation.
City, Nov. 15. Cattle, re
brief
their
of
make the best
The first session of the association ceipts 11,000, including 500 southerns;
10 cents lower. Na
was held this morning, to attend market steady to
ledo, O.
southern
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
which President W. G. Haydbn of the tive steers, $5.09.25;
cows and
Take Hall's Family Pills for conschool hoard of East Las Vegas; Dr steers, $4.00 6,25; southern
native cows and stipation.
M F. Des Marais, superintendent of heifers. $2.754.50;
stackers and
heifers.
$2.G07.00:
and
the schools of San Miguel county,
bulls,
of
feeders,
$3.405;
$3755.75;
H
H.
president
Roberts,
Dr. Frank
western steers, $4
the Normal University, left yesterday calves, $4.00 7.25;
7.25; western cows, $2.755.00.
afternoon. The teacners irom ias yoand
Hogs,
receipts 17,000; market 5 to
a
in
Fe
Santa
body
for
left
gas
Capital Paid in
10
cents
neces
u. Bulk of sales, $6.00
it
made
the size of the party
and
sary to put on an additional car, which 6.45; heavy, $6.406.50; packers
$6.00
lights,
butchers,
$6.256.50;
the
pedagogues.
was reserved for
Thomas Truder and Miss Auora Lu 6.40; pigs, $4.255.50.
market
10,000;
Sheep,
Receipts
cero, who will represent this city in
the two divisions of the state oratori steady. Muttons, $3.004.00; lambs,
J m r.iivNINQHAM. Preident
cal contest which will be held In Santa $4.256.O0; range wethers and yearPRANK SPRINOER, Vice President
Fe Friday, accompanied the party of lings, $3.254.75; range ewes, $2.00
i
3.75.
f
learned ones."
It is expected that about 500 teach
ers will gather in Santa Fe for tnis
The servj ces from 12:30 to 12:60
meeting of the state educational asso o'clock will be continued throughout
ciation. Of this numDer las vegas the association week of prayer at the
has a good sized delegation. Many of Y. M. C. A. The Sunday services will
the teachers from the various parts of be held at 3:30 o'clock in the a:ter- the state arrived in Santa Fe last noon. Eveiyone is mvitea to aitena
night. Many more arrived today and all of the services.
tonight will see the last Of the 500 in
the capital. The committee in charge
The Ladies' Aid society of the
and the teachers of Santa Fe have
made arrangements for the entertain First Christian church will meet toment of the visitors and the hotels morrow afternoon at 2 : 30 o'clock
and residences will be filled with with Mrs. Walter Hayward instead
of with Mb. Rose as was announced
guests.
Aside from the business meetings Sunday.
of the association, the oratorical contest, which will be held Friday night
TOOl LATE TO CLASSIFY
will be the most interesting feature
of the program. Eleven contestants
17 head
thor
from all parts of the state have en- BUCKS TOR SALE
and 3 head
Ramboullets
oughbrad
tered; seven for the high school conthoroudibred
Shropshlres. A. F.
test and four for the collegiate.
miles east of Las Ve
Corthoil 2
Thomas Truder will represent the Las
gas.
Vegas high school in the contest and
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Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
rest opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
get what they want when
they want it.
will help people to

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Phone
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EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Surplus

$50,000.00

HOSKINS,

Cashier

LAS VEX3AS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Klal

A lifetime of pleasant

OPTIC. WEDNESDAY,

$100,000.00

With II CT Baking Powder any
bis-- c
:wife can easily make
surthat
her, and pastries
s
world
prcc uct of the
.
:tcst chefs. A trial will prove
tb t to your entire satisfaction.

I
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SCHOOLS OF GREATER LAS VEGAS
HAVE TWO DAYS' VACATION
FOR N. M. E. A. MEETING.

V

Miss Lucero in the collegiate division.
Both are superior
orators and by
them the Meadow City will be well

lower;

ened and
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A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and ou will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other,

op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

MX

--

a

vegas daily
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IRRIGA"THE BLIND PRINCESS AND THE SPECIAL TO NATIONAL
POET" WONDERFUL IN STORY
TION CONGRESS WILL CARRY

Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following described est ray animal was taken up by scribed eatray animal was taken up by
J. R. Hartley, La Plata, N. M.
A. D. Allen, Cubero, N. M.
One red steer, 3 years old.
mare,
One sorrel
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ibout 5 years old.
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Said animal being unknown to this CHAPMAN
Said animal being unknown to this Hoard, unless claimed hy owner on or
Roard, unless claimed by owner on or before Nov. 17, 1911, said date
being 10
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this ad-
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ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O.

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
AND PRODUCTION.
MANY NEW MEXICANS
month. Visiting brothdays after last ajpearance 01 tais ad- vertisement, said estray will be sold
ers cordially Invited.
vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
Fe stones or films can express the
To date about 40 New Mexicans
ADVETE!. OR CLASSIFIED
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
William H. Stapp, W. M. ; Chas. H.
lofty iuri. se, the sublime allegory, have signified their intention of
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.vner when round.
which
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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party
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1st
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to
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27,
last
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pub.
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Chicago
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building. Visiting members are corTEMPLAR
KNIGHTS
Regrigation congress December 5 to !', ne
advertisement cha-invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.;
nificent picture which will be shown and it is now believed that the 100 wo Mnee.
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ular conclave second Tues
Estray Advertisement
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L P. Mackel, F. S.
Ma
month
at
each
in
tonight and tomorrow night at the passengers required in order to run a
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day
at wttnout regard to number o
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the train will be secured.
may concern that the following de sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Photoplay theater.
In
advance
preferrod.
Cash
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
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Meet In the forest of brotherly
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2, and it is proposed to
December
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at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
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taken
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by
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in
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City
One bay mare, blaze face,
slop one day
crystal flood of California's light. It other brief stops at Important towns
hall, on the second and fourth FriCaslmiro Sais, Duranes, N. M.
8 years old.
CHAPTER NO 3,
LAS VEGAS
One yellow mare, 12 years
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
passesser. one charm all and singu- en route. The train will consist uf
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
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WSM
500 lbs., 10 hands.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitconvocation first Monday
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ing neighbors are especially weleach month at MaSaid animal being unknown to this
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will break up WANTED Position by experienced owner when found.
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to
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following
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and original allegory, but what a com- transact or friends to visit in and
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Attorneys at Law.
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to
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cook.
easily they
A good
story.
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after last appearance of this ad owner when found.
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proper arrangements may be made
pany, Salem, Oregon.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
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It Is given to but very few to play for accommodations.
sanitary board,M.
west of Fountain Square, at eight Arrive
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N.
eo skillfully on heart and mind, to
Depart
The Nineteenth Irrigation congress
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- No. 2.
st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
owner when found.
9:10 p. m
touch a hundred chords at one touch will be the most
9:15 p. m.
important session
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi- No. 4.. .11:05 p m
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nnd to mingle with so much outward In the
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history of the congress.
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a
splendor
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1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11
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Meets every first No. 1
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iu any other way.
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iv present;
figures
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they need
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920 scribed estray animates taken up by
will be a pleasant place
furnished if desired.
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!j
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'
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title, "John Sol
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holiday atOn left hip
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only friend, the Child Equality" thus
On dark bay male, 12
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runs the title of a scene scarcely two tractions, the annual Chicago Land FOR RENT 5 room furnished flat.
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bands.
511 years old, 1,000 lbs.,
with modern conveniences.
Smith,
Ark, says that he had taken
minutes long, but how sharply the show will be under way as will the
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NO.
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TRIBE
4, Red Men many kinds of
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kidney medicine, but
Ninth street.
Idea on the sere m strikes Into even International Live stock exposition.
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood did not get better until he took Foley
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the humblest Intelligence. Take again It will be a trip worth taking and to
saia animal being unknown to dns
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David Kidney Pills. No matter how long
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the characterization of the poet-t- wo take it in the New State Special and FOR RENT 4 room cottage partly
have had kidney trouble, you will
Board, unless claimed by owner oa or
Flint, chief of records and collector you
On left jaw
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or three strokes and we know as as a delegate to the National Irrigafurnished. Rent cheap. Call 417
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of encyclopaedic power runs all New Mexico.
by this Board for the benefit of thc-COUGHING AT NIGHT
rooms with hot and cold water, days after last appearance of this ad owner
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
through the picture a power most
Means loss of sleep which is bad for
when found.
steam heat, bath, electric lights vertisement, said estray will be sold
1.
Meets every Monday evening at everyone. Foley's Honey and Tar
rarely found even in literature and FOLKS PAST FIFTY
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
and telephone. The Albert Hotel, by this Board for the benefit of the
MUST USE CASCARETS
their
in the history of
ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- Compound stops the cough at once,
quite uniq-imoving
Albuquerque, N. M.
relieves the tickling and dryness In
128.
owner
when
Phone
found.
Vegas
brethren
pictures.
ing
cordially invited to
1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11
the throat and heals the inflamed memCATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
What Glasses Are to Weak Eyes, Cas- Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- brane. Prevents a cold developing Incarets Are to Weak Bowells A
Albuquerque, N. M.
gers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary to bronchitis or pneumonia. Keep alA HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
Refuse substi1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11. That stops coughs quickly and cures
Box Will Truly
W. E. Crltes, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-cock- , ways In the house.
Ginger Pears.
tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Peel, core, and cut in very thin
colds Is Foley's Honey and Tar ComAmaze You.
trustee.
cemetery
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Drug
Uces.
For eight pounds of sliced
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pound. Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 Jefferbetween
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Most old people must give to the
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Foley's Honey and
umbia avenue. Return to Optic. may concern that the
bowels some regular help, else they
following de- Tar Compound as a sure cure for
pounds sugar, one-hapound ginger
Reward.
suffer from constipation. The condiroot cut and scraped In thin slices.
scribed estray animal was taken up by coughs and colds. It cured my daugh-e- r
of a bad cold and my neighbor,
Let sugar dissolve before adding tion Is perfectly natural. It Is just
Adolfo Ortega, El Rito, N. M.
Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her
fruit. Cut peel of lemon in long, thin as natural as It is for old people to
One light bay
mare,
whole family with Foley's Honey and
slices. Let fruit and lemon cook slow- walk slowly. For age is never so
Tar Compound.
years, 550 lbs., 4 feet, 5 Inches.
Everyone In our
ly for an hour, uncover, and put In active as youth. The muscles are
neighborhood speaks highly of It."
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wg
jars.
O. G. Schafer and Red Cross Drug
less elastic.
And the bowels are
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muscles.
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Old Parliamentary Usages.
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There is little danger from a cold
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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other girl's auger? Judge.
fond of fencing are sordid.
For
Red Cross Drug Co.
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov! 20, '11 surpassed for colds and croup.
iale by all druggists.
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Politics and
Milwaukee probably will be an apnational
plicant for the prohibition
convention.
Democrats of Alabama are to give
a great banquet in Birmingham on
js'ovember 23 In honor of Congress
man

I'nderwood, the democratic

lead-

er jn the lower house.
A special election will be held in
t heSeventh congressional district of
Kansas on January 9 to chooee a successor to the late Representative E.
H. Madison.
ffo women resident in the east will
next
be able to vote for president
rear, though 1,000,000 women in the

.

n

-

-

ICZEHIA !TCHED 80
I

COULGhT

stand

suffered with eczema on

-

EDUCATION IS THE
FOUNDATION OF

Began by Little Pimples. Scratched
Until Blood Came.
Kept Getting
Worse. Could Not
Sleep Nights.
Used Cuticura
Soap and Ointment
and the First Day They Relieved
Itching. In 3 Weeks Eczema Cured.

"I

.

'

1

Politicians..

kiAui-.iBr-

""

6

THE STATE
mm
SUCH IS THE BELIEF OF NEW
DR. PHILANCOMMISSIONER,
DER PRIESTLY CLAXTON

neck for

about six months, beginning bymylittle pim-- p
e breaking out. 1 kapt
scratching till the
blood came. It kept
getting worse. 1 couldn't
sleep nights any more. It
kept Itching tor about a
month, then I went to a
doctor
and got some
liquid to take. It seemed

Washington, Nov. 15. There can
be no perfect governmental, social
or religious democracy until educa
i
tion has reached the highest stand
ard. The future of the state and of
the Union depends upon the progress
as if I was going to get
of the school. And there can be no
better. forTheabout
itching
three fixed nor
stopped
final system of education
days, but when it started
jestern states will enjoy that
again, was even worse as long as man lives and makes
prog
than before. The eczema
itched so badly I couldn't
ress. So long as there Is life and viis gaining
The
opinion
ground
stand it any more. I
Went to a doctor and hn tality, just so long must education
the politicians that the
anions:
rave me some
but didn't do any move
on, day by day, abreast of It."
national committe, when it good. We havemedicine,
been having Cuticura Remedies tn the house, so I decided to try them.
Such
is the belief of Dr. Philader
in
next
1
Washington
had
been
month,
geets
using Cuticura Soap, so I got me
a bo of Cuticura
Ointment, and washed oft Priestly Claxton, recently appointed
,rill choose Chicago as the place for the affectc-three
part with Cuticura
times a day, and then put theSoap
commissioner of education to succeed
Cuticura
JB0mED,B0Nll
holding the presidential convention.
Ointment on. The first day
I jwt it on, it
Brown, now
Governor Simeon E. Baldwin, whom relieved me of Itching so I could sleep all Dr. Elmer Elsworth
Juniir Brook rjisnufwO)
that nit'lit. It took about a week, then I
of Connecticut are
soontacTorHNTvuT
tDe democrats
could set: the scab come off. I kept the president of New York University.
treatment up for three weeks, and my eczema
"The men and women of tomorrow
te'tsOH County, itttnwff
for the presidential
was cured.
are the boys and girls of today," said
of America's foremost
"My brefkiT pot his face burned with gunHon, is one
powder, and he used Cuticura Soap anil OintDr. Claxton in speaking of the openHe
authorities.
was
ment.
one
Tiic
of th'
legal
people all thought he would have
years, but you can't see that he ever had his ing of the school year, "and educaof
the
American
iiai
lm
face
presidents
jrst
ned. It was simply awful to look at
Cuticura Remedies Soap and OintORDER THROUGH
tion is the foundation of the state's
bf:, t:ie
association and for many years was ment
cured it." (Signed) Miss Elizabeth
future. "
law at Gehrkl, Forrest City, Ark., Oct. 16, 1I0.
trofessor of constitutional
Although Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
And when Dr. Claxton speaks of
Yale Tniverslty.
Ointment are sold by druggists and dealers
liberal sample of each, with
a
everywhere,
education
he means a bigger, broader
of
Students
the University of
booklet on the skin mid hair, will
v- - sii-ve- h
on application to Potter education than Is the ordinary coni
sent,
have organized a La Follette be
Drue A -- Uem. Corp., Dept. 17H, Boston.
ception of the word. Education, acdub to aid the Wisconsin senator's
.
cording to his views, is that which
.candidacy for the presidential
boys slid across at St. Ixjuis.
tpnds toward making practical men
To show that it was possessBaseball gossip.! have it that and women, men who are
of
the
true
capable of also been superintendent of the sumed
"progressive" spirit President
SENATORIAL
CONTEST
decision in the matter has left the'
Lynch of the National going out into the world and carving mer school of the south since 1?o2.
the club incorporated In Its constitutLittle
to
is
Rock, Ark., Nov. 15. Unite! senatorial contest a straight r,
be
league
turned
and thai their own future and women who are He is a member of
adrift
the council of
ion the recall for its own officers.
President Ban Johnson of the Ameri- prepared to be
states senator Jeff Davis went to tween Senator Jeff Davis and former
capable housewives the National Educational association,
The Wood row Wilson
league of can league, will
White county today to deliver the Congressman tSephen
P. T. Powers and mothers. So much for the broad- director of the
place
Brundldge, Jr..
Playground Associalorthern California has taken
the at the head of
opening speech in his campaign for who is expected to be his only op.
the parent league. ness of his views.
Nation
of
of
of
member
the
Its kind In the history
America,
,tret step
Don't say anything about this to
His successor will be ponent.
Mr. Brundldge represented
He also believes that all which tional Society for the Advancement
of California
political organizations Charlie
chosen by the legislature to be eleft-e- the Second district in congress for
Murphy.
tends
toward
culture
is
which
that
of
a
member of the
Science, and
'p throwing open its membership to
next year and an Interesting con- ten years and has a strong following
The affairs of the Jersey City club tends toward practicability as well
Rockefeller Sanitary commission.
women and deciding that two women
is In prospect.
test
seem to be somewhat mixed. Man- He believes in the highest in educa
The situation throughout the state.
Dr. Claxton is also an able snea- ibould be appointed to membership
has been somewhat simplified by the
ager Jack Ryan has been released tion, but believes that it should tend er, and has delivered numerous ada its executive committee.
announcement of Governor Donaghey
despite the fact that his contract toward making men and women more dresses before educational bodies all
EMPLOYS NEGRO LAD6 TO STEAL that he would be a candidate for
runs for two more years.
Bill able to face the everyday problems over the
For pains in the side or chest
country. Several education
CHICKENS AND MAKES FROM
For a long time doubt dampen a piece of flannel with ChamCoughlin, the old Detroit player, wa which they will meet sooner or later. al publications of which he Is the auexisted In the minds of the politi- berlain's Liniment and bind it on over
$6 TO $10 A DAY.
supposed to have cinched Ryan's
a man cannot have two separate thor are highly regarded.
the seat of pain. There is notable
cians as to whether the governor better. For
BASEBALL N0TE8
now Larry Schlafly has been parts, one cultured, the other
sale by all druglsts.
In choosing Dr. Brown's successor,
practl
would
for another term or be
appointed manager.
cal," says Dr. Claxton. "I do not be the Interior department Sought a new
Hutchinson, Kan., Nov. 16 Charged come atry
candidate for senator. His Subscribe for The Optic
lieve that the two are distinct, but commissioner
through the medium with being engaged in the wholesale
CHANCE
FOR
Leath-ermaBOY
MURDEPER
the
culture
lies
c.
in
the highest pos of Inquiries sent to various educa- chicken stealing business,
Grover Cleveland Alexander Is no
J.
a prominent young farmer of
Halifax, N. S., Nov. 15. Instead ,1 sible practicability.
Culture is not tional authorities
iger a hold-outhe
having com) to
throughout
nns with the
nliadeipma Nation- - being executed today in accordance apart from life, and life should mean country asking opinions In regard to South Hutchinson, was bound over to
with the original sentence imposed the ability to cope with the dally the best man for tre place. Dr. Clax district court by Justice Sam Gallup,
Milwaukee fans tie happy over the ujion him, Harry Wilson, the boy happenings which occur, just as life ton was chosen as the result of this. to face a felony charge.
It is alleged that Mr. Leatherman,
be so closely
Hum of Hugh Duffy as leader i f the murderer in jail at Dlgby, has been and education should
who Is a white man and who has al
of one month, connected as to be a whole, and in
ewers after an absence of nine granted a reprieve
ways been highly respected, has been
with good prospects that he will es discernible in their separate parts."
FREE IF IT FAILS
Dr. Claxton is a native of Tennesemploying negro boys to drive about
Today
ike O'Neil, the former St. LouU cape the gallows altogether.
In
full
this
the
bench
educaconvened
received
his
see,
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD Iff ORE DAT.
city
having
early
Your Money Back if You are not Sat to the farms around Hutchinson, steal
to
icher, has signed a contract
chickens in wholesale quantities.
of
in
has
school
at
ing
tion
which
to
most
a
the
take
his
case,
Reup
primitive
isfied
Medicine
the
with
We
age the Uttca team of the New
These chickens were then sold to
Always remember the full name. Look
tracted wide attention
throughout nature.
commend
irk State league.
wholesale poultry houses in Hutchln- of which
"A
little
is
the
crime
The
the
eastern
Canada.
for this signature on every box. 25c.
log
way
hut,"
so
are
our
We
that
remedy
positive
the
fPitcher Vean Gregg thinks
was the mur doctor describes it, "one room, with will permanently relieve constipation, san, the purchasers supposing that
was
convicted
Wilson
him
$5,000
leveland club should pay
s farm.
Wilson. a truncheon floor, not nailed down, no matter how chronic It may be, they were from Leatherman
He drew der of his brother, George
his work next season.
in that part
the
farmers
months
For
or
re
and
without ceiling
The tragedy is alleged to have
glass windows,
that we offer to furnish the medicine of the
$2,100 the past season.
country have been losing their
GERMAN -- MILLED 1
sulted from a quarrel when both the without the cracks even being stop-p- at our expense should it fail to pro
e
Thief asPitchers Bender, Coo.nbs and Mor- chickens and the
dup."
brothers were intoxicated.
duce satisfactory results.
n of the
a quiet investigation.
sociation
Athletics, are doing a
The furniture was as crude as the
It is worse than useless to at- The resultbegan
vaudeville
net
was the arrest of Leather-ma- n
in
sling and dancing
building, for according to Dr. Claxton, tempt to cure constipation with caSUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERS
and three young negroes.
are said to b: making good.
it consisted of benches made of split thartic drugs. Laxatives or catharWis15.
Nov.
The
Ted Sullivan, the veteran
In Judge Gallup's court two of these
Madsino, Wis.,
manager
with no backs.
tics do much harm. They cause a negroes, John Robinson and Jess
9 consin State Sunday school associa- logs
Id scout, Is willing t; organize
such reaction, irritate, and weaken
four
attended
After
the
having
Stewart, confessed that they had been
league in wester.i Caaadi and tion assembled in annual convention schools as
Dr. Claxton entered bowels and tend to make constipathese,
that
a
hired by Leatherman to drive around
wth
if
program
the in this cty today
a team in Winnipeg
a larger, half high school, half acad- tion more chronic. Besides, their and
Ike
get these chickens and that he
fans wtH help in the pool ipromised the most successful conwhere he prepared himself for use become a habit that is danger- went with them on the expeditions.
fork.
vention in the history of the organi-aztio- emy,
Finer-Whit- er
college. Although the son of a school ous.
in the
Following the admissions of these
Homo runs were plentiful
Large delegations from many
Cal
Joshua
his
weak
a
father,
commissioner,
is
caused
bound
by
Constipation
colored
towns
two
of
boys, Judge Gallup
league last season, thirty? of the principal cities and
vin Claxton being commissioner of ness of the nerves and muscles of the Leatherman over to district court for
the state are here to take part In the
Iluerican sackeis were mode at
the district in which he resided, the large intestine or descending colon. trial at the January term. He is facat WMilTOtl and 'log sessions, which will continue over
present commissioner claims to have To expect permanent relief you must ing a prison sentence, it being a peniround tomorrow and Friday.
in and twent homeward
had no loftier ambition when a boy therefore tone up and strengthen tentiary offense to steal chickens.
GERMAN
than to be a school teacher. When this organs and restore
them to
Robinson and Stewart and the third
a small boy he was fond of reading, healthier activity.
negro, Quince Banks, were also bound
A
SILVERWARE
and after having exhausted the re
We want you to try Rexall Order- over for trial on similar charges.
SACK-- ,
IN
EVERY
COUPON
sources of his father's library he in lies on our recommendation.
They
Leatherman's
wife, a handsome
his
creased
urongh are exceedingly pleasant to take, be- young woman, sat at his side during
knowledge
neighbors' libraries as far as his ing eaten like candy, and are ideal the trial. At the close she caused
range permitted. Thus it is that his for children, delicate persons, and something of a sensation by jumping
FOR
Distributors
earliest memories of books are or old folks, as well as for the robust. up and demanding with spirit:
I
want
know
histories of ancient Greece and of They act directly on the nerves and
to
on.
why
"Judge hold
the world.
muscles of the bowels. They appar- you don't let my husband tell his side
Dr. Claxton was born during the ently have a neutral action on other of it Why don't you let me testify?
HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER THE
civil
war, in Bedford county, Tennes associate organs or glands. They do Are you going, to send my husband to
WORLD AS
see. Following his schooling at the not purge, cause excessive looseness, prison on the word of these negroes?"
Her husband's attorney, Ray T. Tin
rural schools he entered the Cni nor create any inconvenience what
versitv of Tennessee, where, at the ever.
at
der,
explained that it would be better
be
taiten
may
They
of 20, he received his Bi A. de- any time, day or night. They will to make their defense when the case
age
all
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system
fabric
gree, and five years later was award- positively relieve chronic or habitual goes to trial before the jury. But wo
trace of alcoholic poison and render the dt inker absolutely free
the wife, loyal to her hused the degree of M. A. He also took constipation, if not of surgical varie- man-likBest Rubber Collars and Cuff
course at Johns Hopkins ty, and the myriads of associate or band, refused to be assured.
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of any
a
John Robinson, a colored boy, 18
XTniversity, following which he went dependent chronic ailments, If taken
It is administered
kind whatsoever.
All Styles.
for
a reasonable years old, explained the method used
abroad, where he studied in Germany with regularity
WITHOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS
and visited, the schools of a number of length of time. 12 tables, 10 cents; in getting the chickenu.
and finan"We'd start out from Leatherman's
50
lr ree European cities.
36 tablets, 25 cents; 80 tablets,
Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally
ALTMORE
more
at night when it would be dark,"
a
into
healthy
is
place
addiof
In
the
RANSLEY
Sizes to ISM
East
in
Sold
Las
taken
were
cents.
brought
Vegas only
body
cially. Every organ
These courses
Front IX In.
"and would drive from place
Sizes 12 to 18 In
Back IX In,
tion to carrying out educational work at our store The Rexall Store. E. he said,
condition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
Front2Un.
Distributors
chickens
to
the
and
pick
up
place
134
In
Buck
in the south. For several years, from G. Murphey.
The Neal Treatment has been officially adopted by the
from their roosts. We'd put them in
the time he was 21, Dr. Claxton was
and
the bottom of the buggy, drive back
state
other
and
governments
of
Australia
government
suerintendent of schools in different
to Leatherman's and the next morning
the
in
havor
After
Carolina.
Sixty-On- e
opening
FIRE UNDERWRITERS
cities in North
Institutes are now in operation
he'd drive to town with them and sell
15. Several
Atlanta, Ga., Nov.
ing been one of the professors in Ihe
United States and foreign countries.
them.
of
In
fire in
score of men prominent
state normal and industrial college
Me pr ioe is
2X00 ib. or Mere, Each Delivery
be
will
information
lull
"We got one-hal-f
of the selling
and
Literature
North Carolina he assumed similar surance circles were on hand at the
I bo. to
tBe pr 100 lbs
Each
1,000
2,000
lbs.
Delivery
price. My share was from $1.25 to
furnished upon application
duties in the University of Tennessee. opening here today of the semi-aI0e per 100 ft
CO Ike. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
a
$3.50
night."
It was: from the latter institution he nual convention of the Southeastern
40c per 100 lbs.
Each Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 lbs
Three-Da- y
The
oo Pr 100 ,b
went to Washington to take up his Underwriters' association. President
Less Then 60 lbs., Each Delivery
duties.
W. R. Prescott of Atlanta called the
present
Call or Write
"I am
to recommend ChamIn addlt'' i to these accomplish gathering to order at the Georgian berlain's pleased
Cough
Remedy as the best
ments Dr. Claxton has been active in Terrace hotel and delivered the thng I know of and safest remedy for
was
session
The
address.
coughs, colds and bronchial trouble,"
matters pertaining to education. He opening
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
of two education- devoted to the discussion of a wide writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
editor
321
the
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Mar?c Las Vegas
been
has
Phone
512 North Second Street
fire in- Colo. "We have used it repeatedly
of
concerning
of
the
questions
member
range
a
Is
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
and
al journals,
and it has never failed to give relief."
He has surance and risks.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
For sale by all druggists.
S "them Education board.
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TRUST
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There le Only One
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"Bromo Quinine"
That la
Laxative Brome Quinine

SWA

e

Anti-Hors-

ress flour

the answer to

every Baking Problem.

It's

and More Uniforrrv
Made by LARABEES

PROCESS.

Famous

ROGERS

THE NEAL TREATMENT

Gross, Kelly

ALCOHOLISM

Co.

Ask Your Grocer for It

National

The Only Cure

e,

two-year-

RETAIL PRICES

n

Original Neal

NEAL INSTITUTE

Cure

AGUA PURA COMPANY

LA8 VEGAS

tlQHT

OUR MONARCH BRAND

TOMATO CATSUP
and of which you will find on each bottle

the following

guar-

antee:
We guarantee Monarch Catsup to be made from fresh, ripe tomatoes. It contains no artificial color and Is made by a new
process absolutely our own. Complying In contact while cooking with no other metal than silver, thus retaining to the full-

est extent the natural flavor and color of the tomato.

Medium Size Bottle 20c
Large Size Bottle 30c
IKE DAVIS
Screened anil Lump Raton Oerrlllos

COAL AMD WOOD
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL

Anthracite

Coal, all sizes

p0

Ylfm

Sawed Wood and Kindling

Steam Coal

C ON D ON

ESTABLISHED

Bank

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS,

-

-

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, At"! Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

at

this
Peterson of Gonzales
morning applied at the court house
Murphey's Drug Store.
for $2 as bounty on a coyote killed by
"A Daughter of the South, another him recently near his home.
stirring war drama. Photoplay theater
Two Fools and Their Follies, a
tonight.
comedy that was featured in the SepThe Harmony club will meet tomor- tember number of the Motion Picture
row afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. J. C. Story Magazine. Photoplay tonight.
Johnsen, 814 Seventh ;treet
A marriage license was issued this
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
morning at the court house to Amada
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
Sandoval, aged 16, and Pablo Sando
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
val, aged 27, both of Lagunita. The
young
peoplo are not related.
Gold fish at Murphey's drug store,
25c
20c
each.
lac,
The seniors of the Y. M. C. A. have
Gold fish and aquariums for sale

The Blind Princess and the Poet, a
the land of flowBiograph fantasy
ers. Photoplay theater tonight and
Thursday only.
A marriage license was issued yesterday at the court house to Sofia Gonzales, aged 19, and Primltivo Sanchez,
aged 26. Both are residents of Hilarlo.

Contractor T. W. Smith has put in
a cross walk at the alley crossing between the Wheeler building and the
new motion picture show on the south
side of Douglas avenue between Sixth
and Seventh streets.
At a meeting of the board of regents of the New Mexico museum
held recently in Santa Fe, Mrs. Vera
Rathburn was appointed stenographer
for the museum and as a resula will
move to the capital city In a short
time. Her mother, Mrs. Chapman, will
also go to Santa Fe where .she will
make her home with Mrs. Rathburn.

C.

O.

arranged an elaborate program for
the reception to their friends on Friday night. A fifteen minute gymnastic program followed by fifteen min-upt- e
talks of calisthentic work, fifteen
minutes of ground tumbling and parallel bar work by a picked team is
on the program for the evening's entertainment.
Refreshments
served
from a blind menu in the parlors of
the association will conclude the program of the evening.
Throwing a stone at two older
boys who had been teasing him, Jesse Garner, broke the big plate glass
window of the Taichert estajblish-men- t
on Douglas avenue this mornThe three boys were arrested,
ing.
but Garner, the youngest, confessed
to the charge. The parents of the
boys agreed to replace the window,
as it is not insured, and the boys,
having been reprimanded by
Judge D. R. Murray and spending a
couple of hours in the cooler, were
released.
'titer

Chop

WINTERS JURY UNABLE

FOR SUPPLIES FOR NEW
MEXICO PENITENTIARY

Bids for supplies for the New

Mex-

I

Bran

Shorts

Those Dutch
Tea Rusks
The famous milk and egg

and Alfalfa at

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

toast

Your washwoman costs you $1,

Notice the package in our
window.

your soap,

starch,

blueing, coal costs 75c more,
this is

No preparation necessary.
Ready for immediate use. A
most delicious and nourishing food.

County,
Nov. 15 to

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

For 4 Days

Nov. 15. 16. 17.

$1.75

a week.

We do

the work better tor less money.
Here

are

some

of

5tore

a nice assortment of cheese, viz:

. He
PURE

Stearns

THINGS

TO

EAT

Overcoat at
80 per cent of
its value.

This means all our new
Ederheimer Stein & Co.

Fall goods for boys and
children.

This lasts 4 days only
M. GREENBE RGER

YTBAGPOJ)

For Eighteen Cents
you can'have a"twenty candle
power lamp burn forty hou rs
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No

on payments.

Las Vegas Light and
Power Co.

BRICK

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

ROQUEFORT

PINEAPPLE

also afresh lot of Dried Fruits, Buckwheat Flour
and Cider

Prevents waste, avoids
use of kettles and pans and
eliminates drudgery in the
kitchen.

507 Sittb

Sum

have all colors at 5c Per Ounce.
PERRY ONION & SONJEEE

a

Thanksgiving

Hams For Sale

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them
at
ourranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at anv of the trains
stopping- at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,
--

J. P. Van Houten

Co.

Shoemaker,

N. M.

If it may be termed a science

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

Price 25 cents
at

BOUCHER'S
162

yourselves in
feast.

J. C. Johnsen & Son

mmWm

Select a well drained location and plant three inches deep.

We

The iioosior
Ii!os of Steps

Spcciii! Save

For a dollar a week for a few
weeks, do not keep your wife in
the kitchen, while indulging

k"

ing.

NOVEMBER

EDAM

will eat Thanksgiving Dinner
with the rest of the family. Her
Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet will enable her to do it,

Something New

The only paper Cooking
Bag and Baking Bag for the
American method of cook-

Are oftep obtained by sowing Sweet Peas in

LIMBERGER

Housewife

Cooking Bags

SPLENDID RESULTS

IMPORTED SWEITZER

This Fortunate

Local Agents

county.

"Way-ku-

the driver.

odor!o

dirty hands Mo
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring

San Miguel

prices:

Sheets, 4c; pillow
cases, 2c; towels, lc; napkins,
lc; rags, lc. Call us up, or ask

18

We will give you any
Boy's or Child's Suit or

N. M.
30 inc.

our low

DE BRIE

FROMAGE DE CA MEM BERT

Collector,

(SL

PAYERS

Two patients were committed to
the New Mexico Hospital for the Insane yesterday by Judge Clarence J.
Roberts after a hearing in chambers.
The patients are Antonio Martinez of
Mora county and Charles McDowel
a dry farmer who resided on a
homestead near Wagon Mound. McDowell was brought to Las Vegas by
Sheriff Andres Gandert of Mora

15c, 2 for 25c

MILWAUKEE

TO TAX

Boys and Childrens

The first half of your taxes of A.
D. 1911, will become delinquent on
December 1st, 1911, and if riot paid
before January 1st, 1912, a penalty
of five per cent will be imposed. The second half of taxes of A. D.
1911, will become delinquent on .Tune
1st, 1912 and If not paid before July
1st, 1912, a penalty of five per cent
will be Imposed on all taxes of that
year that may be delinquent on July

Treasurer and

For You
her dinner,

and all kinds of Grain, Hay

NEUFCHATEL,
FROMAGE

...ON...

OTHER PRIZE FIGHTER 18 SEN
TENCED TO AN HOUR IN JAIL;
COURT ADJOURNED.
One hour in the county Jail was the
heavy sentence pronounced upon
"Brownie" Buckley, self confessed
prize fighter, this morning by Judge
Clarence J. Roberts In the United
States district court. Buckley was arraigned Monday afternoon and pleaded guilty. He had been In jail several
months and had already received adequate punishment for his offense.
Judge Roberts, accordingly, showed
clemency and Buckley's return to the
jail was only a matter of form. For
the purpose of creating a little diversion in the gloomy old jail, Buckley
secured permission from the deputy
sheriffs to enter one door and come
out through another, making a round
trip.
Everette Winters, who was also accused of engaging in a prize fight for
money, probably will spend several
more months In Jail. This morning
the jury that heard his case reported
that It was unable to reach an agreement. The Jury was discharged and
Winters' case continued until the next
term of court.
J. C. Martinez, of Des Moines, pleaded technically guilty to a shortage In
the postoffice In his home village
where he was postmaster for some
time. He was fined the amount of the
shortage plus the costs In the case.
The total, amounting to $747.78, was
paid this afternoon by Mr. Martinez.
The grand jury brought In Its final
report yesterday evening and was excused by Judge Roberts. The Jury reported that It had made investigations
in one case and had returned one true
bill. It asked that it be excused as
early as possible.
The petit Jury was excused this
morning and will not be required to
return at any subsequent sessions
during the term. There being no business for transaction the court was
adjourned this morning until December 15, when It will meet for the hearing of several civil matters. In the
history of the Fourth judicial district
this term of the United States court
broke all records for shortness of
time during which a grand and petit
jury has served.

DISCOUNT

20

TO Kl At.it AGREEMENT

NOTICE
BIDS

Money Saved

JUST RECEIVED AT
The Qraaf & Hayward Co.

15, 1911.

for national championship. President application to the superintendent at
Immediately after taxes become
Taft In Brooklyn, N. Y. Actual fire Santa Fe, New Mexico.
delinquent, penalties will be imposed
CLEOFES ROMERO,
scene, stirring and thrilling. Maraand publication as delinquent made
thon race at Coney Island, N. Y. Also
Superintendent.
and consequent sale, as required by
national aviation meet.
law.
Dated at Lss Vegas, N. M., Novem
Gold fish at Murphey's drug store,
ber 14, 1911.
15c, 20c and 25c each.
EUGENIO ROMERO,

Our Pride Flour

Las Vegas

The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Memj-orla-l
church Will meet tomorrow afternoon with Miss Mary Clark at her
Don't fail to see one of Biograph's home on Sixth street.
best feature firms. Photoplay tonight.
Just to be in style the children of
have
R. B. Schoonmaker is local agent Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenclay
for the Northewestern Mutual Life In- joined the army of measles sufferers.
surance company.
They are not seriously 111.
Gold fish at Murphey's drug store,
15c, 20c and 25c each.

NOVEMBER

ico penitentiary for sixi. months endComing soon, Photoplay theater, the
May 31, 1912, will be opened and
ing
Vitagraph Monthly of Current Events,
awarded
by the Board of Commisthe
headon
collision between
including
two locomotives going at the speed of sioners on Friday, December 8th,
60 miles an hour, just after the crews 1911; all samples must be delivered
not
office,
have jumped from their cabs. With to the superintendent's
terrific force they are Interlocked with later than 9 a. m. Friday, Deeach other like two giant wrestlers. cember 8th, 1911. Specifications and
On same reel, games held at Pittsburg proposal blanks will be furnished on 1, 1912.

Cashier

-

Photo-

Baptist
society
church will meet tomorrow afternoon
Ttj- a dram of Old Taylor bourbon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. Howell at
at the Opera Bar.
her home, 721 Fourth street.

5t

The

First National

"The Local Bully," a real comedy

full of laughs and laughter.
Always get the best at Nolette's play tonight.
barber shop.
of the
The Ladies

For Sale Five room house with
bath and five outbuildings. Three lots.
Everything in good condition. $1,300,
a sacrifice. Easy terms. Investigate.
835 Railroad avenue.

INTO

WEDNESDAY,

Gold fish and aquariums for sale at
Murphay'B Drug Store.

LOCAL NEWS
ABOUT

DILY OPtiC.

i

The Coffee Man.)

Subscribe for The Optic
Winners

Optic Classified Ads.

